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Abstract—Finance has already become one of the most popular majors in recent years, and many colleges and universities have especially set finance major to cultivate talents in this field. However, in recent years, there is a structural imbalance between demands for this major and supply of finance talents in colleges and universities, which on one hand is because enterprises lack talents, and on the other hand due to the difficulties for college students to find a job. Colleges and universities should focus on cultivating talents, and cultivating a person’s quality is especially important. With the deepening of internationalization, this paper introduces the main contents of finance majors and international finance talents, the combination of ideological education and cultivating international finance talents as well as the structure to define international finance majors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the establishment and improvement of the socialist market economic system, each employer has generated new changes in their demand for talent, especially for Economics and Management (Finance) class graduates pay more attention to its overall quality, emphasize students’ communication skills and solve practical solving skills. Because the talent has always been one of the main driving force of development, which for university personnel training presents new challenges, explore and seize new talent training model of a new era of reform and the road need to be resolved.

In recent years, the education level of commitment to gradually increase the range of subjects covered is increasing. Vocational education is an important part of our education system, it has a certain practicality by cultivating talents to engage in community development activities. Finance professional theoretical and practical application is stronger than an applied economics discipline, its high requirements for students, financial professionals built on top of the traditional theory of learning, through scientific and reasonable continuous improvement of practice teaching students the overall level of learning, enhanced ability to adapt to social development. Financial professional teaching more from hands-on practical aspects and links to strengthen students’ education, promoting student better growth, and contribute to social development.

This paper mainly analyzes finance majors in colleges and universities from practical teaching design in a bid to cultivate finance talents better.

II. SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Ever since the 20th century, with the rapid development of economy, the society as well as science and technology, whether in the further integration of the EU or the economic cooperation between G20, the borderless economy has already become an inevitable topic at this moment. As the world’s first industrialized country, the UK has already focused its attention on new fields and the financial field now. London and New York have already become the world’s two international financial centers and are constantly expanding and attracting investment, so they are very important components in the economy of America and the UK.

Previously before Hong Kong, Shanghai was once an international financial center in the Far East, and due to domestic policy, the development of Shanghai’s some lag compared with developed countries, but because of the internationalization of economic globalization has brought financial and Shanghai during the "five-second" promulgated the "Shanghai financial sector" second five "talent development plan” clearly in the "five-second"
period, Shanghai will adhere to international financial talent team construction, financial professionals market allocation of resources, social services financial talent as well as financial and scientific talent management, speed up financial team building talents. Economic globalization provides an opportunity for our country to learn from the operational experience of developed country markets, help China become familiar with and adapt to the operating rules of the market economy, promoting the socialist market economic system continues to improve, accelerate the improvement and development of China's talent market.

Nowadays, it has been universally recognized that talent is the primary factor in economy. Economic globalization has already become the trend of global economic development, and economic development has become a nation’s core interest. China, while in the transition period, must effectively utilize and allocate talent resources faced with the challenge from intelligent economy so as to improve China’s comprehensive strength.

III. PROBLEMS IN FINANCE MAJORS’ PRACTICE

A. Systematization of Practical Teaching System of Finance Major

Practical Teaching Finance should be located in the culture and improve the overall quality of students, by allowing students to acquire more knowledge and learning skills, improve problem solving skills to analyze problems, practical teaching system of finance, integration will be the future for some time important direction of development finance practice teaching in higher vocational. So, to finance vocational practice systematic teaching from a development perspective to look at, at different levels and categories should actively promote the teaching, and to keep the system convergence, it cannot be confined to one or two aspects, in the actual operation of the process, to effectively organize the various subsystems to play its overall maximum effect.

B. Practical Teaching Design should Integrate Characteristics of the Demand in Financial Development

At present, with the accelerating pace of social development, the financial industry is also undergoing tremendous changes, the rate of change is very rapid, and the purpose of vocational practical teaching of finance is hoping to be practical under actual working conditions the operation, to improve students' professional skills and professional competencies. Therefore, the current finance vocational practical teaching design must change the pace of development should be closely integrated financial situation in the industry to be targeted teaching guide, the preparation of teaching requirements, which is the basic requirement for financial practical teaching. If not able to do this, it will cause a theory from the actual situation, which lost the original meaning of the design of practical teaching.

IV. DEVELOPMENT DIRECTION OF FINANCE MAJOR

A. Cultivation Target and Positioning

Positioning of colleges and universities will influence the construction and development of the cause of higher education, and fuzzy positioning of colleges and universities will cause the school to have wrong development strategies. First, colleges and universities will go through up and downs in teaching, scientific researches and guarantee. In a certain period of time, much or too little investment in one aspect of the resources, reducing the efficiency in the use of resources by teaching and scientific research and protection of investment of ups and downs, dilution of the already scarce education resources. Second, professional and talent cultivation structure adjustment asymmetry, bullish on the prospects of employment of professional regardless of their own conditions how they work fast, the creation of popular professional, resulting in convergence of professional structure, resulting in a waste of education resources investment, resulting in a new structural contradiction of employment. So the University for its own financial discipline should have a certain position and goals.

B. Cultivation Paths and Roles

Positioning is the premise and basis of the strategy. Many western universities have received the influence of pragmatism and utilitarianism in the postwar period. The aim is to make the students better adapt to the society and to master the ability. Foreign business schools pay more attention to its characteristics and advantages, and to
analyze and summarize the training objectives and positioning of foreign famous universities and their business schools:

Firstly, Positioning of clear hierarchy;
Secondly, Positioning of clear subjects;
Thirdly, Positioning of Types;
Fourth, Positioning of Regional Advantages

V. CONCLUSION

In China, with the constant deepening of reform and gradually publicizing of higher education, education environmental is gradually becoming internationalized, so it is necessary for colleges and universities to explore modes to cultivate talents, which is like that China’s economic growth cannot mainly depend on investment and export, but it is necessary to transfer the economic growth mode. For technological innovation, the demands of industrial upgrading will eventually be implemented to the needs of the talents, and the cultivation of talents is based on the training mode of the universities and colleges. Therefore, this paper is based on the reality of the problem, the discussion focused on the professional content, but not limited to professional, the use of empirical methods in the international talent in the study of Ideological and political education, and proposed to focus on the development of the Shanghai International Studies University.

The structure of this paper is reasonable, the contents of the content according to the overall structure, the level is clear, the proposed point of view is more close to the actual problem, although the article focus on empirical analysis and put forward their own point of view, but also to strengthen the theoretical depth, I also realized that their theoretical knowledge need to enrich, also hope that in the future study and life can be more open their own vision, enhance their own quality.
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